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Perturbative experiments have been carried out in the Joint European Torus Fusion Sci. Technol.
534 2008 in order to identify the diffusive and convective components of toroidal momentum
transport. The torque source was modulated either by modulating tangential neutral beam power or
by modulating in antiphase tangential and normal beams to produce a torque perturbation in the
absence of a power perturbation. The resulting periodic perturbation in the toroidal rotation velocity
was modeled using time-dependent transport simulations in order to extract empirical profiles of
momentum diffusivity and pinch. Details of the experimental technique, data analysis, and modeling
are provided. The momentum diffusivity in the core region 0.20.8 was found to be close to
the ion heat diffusivity  /i0.7–1.7 and a significant inward momentum convection term, up
to 20 m/s, was found, leading to an effective momentum diffusivity significantly lower than the ion
heat diffusivity 
eff /i
eff0.4. These results have significant implications on the prediction of
toroidal rotation velocities in future tokamaks and are qualitatively consistent with recent
developments in momentum transport theory. Detailed quantitative comparisons with the theoretical
predictions of the linear gyrokinetic code GKW A. G. Peeters et al., Comput. Phys. Commun. 180,
2650 2009 and of the quasilinear fluid Weiland model J. Weiland, Collective Modes in
Inhomogeneous Plasmas IOP, Bristol, 2000 are presented for two analyzed discharges.
doi:10.1063/1.3480640
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of plasma rotation and momentum transport in
tokamaks is currently experiencing an intensive experimental
and theoretical research effort, in view of extrapolating
plasma performance from present devices to future machines
like ITER.1 The role of sheared rotation in the quenching of
turbulence with subsequent improvement in confinement2–4
is well known. In addition, the stabilizing effect of toroidal
rotation on pressure limiting resistive wall modes has been
pointed out,5 although recent developments including kinetic
effects have eased the situation on this front.6 The lower
rotation expected as a consequence of lower torque and
larger inertia may thus be detrimental for ITER performance.
However, a reliable prediction of magnitude and profile of
toroidal rotation in a device like ITER is presently still not
possible, both because understanding of momentum transport
is still incomplete, although good progress has been achieved
recently, and because we lack a precise knowledge of all
torque sources and plasma momentum self-generation pro-
cesses. These reasons motivate further research on momen-
tum transport, in particular experimental investigations
against which to validate theoretical models.
The momentum diffusivity  and pinch velocity vpinch
negative sign denotes inward are related to the toroidal ve-
locity v, its gradient v, and the momentum flux , as-
suming the absence of a significant particle flux, as follows:
  − n  v + n vpinchv = − n
eff  v, 1
where n is the ion density. It is always possible to combine
the diffusive and convective parts of the momentum flux into
an effective momentum diffusivity 
eff
, which can be cal-
culated from steady-state rotation profiles once momentum
sources are known. In the following the term “steady-state”
aSee Appendix of F. Romanelli et al., Fusion Energy Conference 2008
Proceedings of the 22nd International Conference, Geneva, 2008, IAEA,
Vienna 2008.
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will be used to indicate a quantity taken at a given time or
time-averaged over a given interval, therefore not resolving
the modulation time dependence, while the term “stationary”
will be used to indicate conditions where plasma parameters
and profiles do not exhibit significant slow trends.
On the theoretical side, substantial progress has been
achieved in the understanding of momentum transport driven
by ion temperature gradient ITG modes.7–12 Fluid models
and gyrokinetic codes have been developed, which link in-
herently momentum and ion heat transport, foreseeing
similar diffusivities for both channels Prandtl number,
Pr= /i1. In addition, the recently predicted existence
of an inward momentum pinch is a qualitatively new ingre-
dient in assessing the achievable rotation peaking in ITER,
where torque sources will be located mainly in the outer
regions. As found for particle transport, the impact of the
pinch existence on the plasma profiles would be higher for
momentum than for heat, for which the presence of an in-
ward pinch, if any, is always dominated by the high diffusive
transport component due to the core localization of heat
sources.
On the experimental side, a significant improvement in
the characterization of the steady-state behavior of toroidal
rotation has been achieved, both in plasmas with external
torque source13–16 and in plasmas without external torque
sources,
17,18
which still exhibit nonzero toroidal rotation, the
so-called “intrinsic rotation,” whose physical origin is still
under investigation. A rather surprising recent observation
from steady-state momentum studies is that the effective mo-
mentum diffusivity is much lower than the ion heat diffusiv-
ity Pr
eff
=
eff /i
eff0.4 using the definition of , as in
Eq. 1,13,15,16 apparently contradicting the theoretical ex-
pectations. It is clear that the existence of a momentum in-
ward pinch would solve the apparent contradiction, allowing
for similar diagonal diffusivities at the same time as different
effective values. However, a direct demonstration of the ex-
istence of a momentum pinch is fairly difficult from steady-
state data only. A clean way of identifying separately diffu-
sive and convective transport components is by means of
perturbative experiments,19 i.e., exploiting the additional in-
formation contained in the dynamic response of the plasma
rotation to a time variation of the torque source. Modulation
at a suitable frequency has the advantage of optimizing the
S/N ratio by averaging over several cycles and has been used
successfully to study electron and more recently ion heat
transport, and also particle and impurity transport see Ref.
20 for a recent review. Its application to momentum trans-
port studies using neutral beam injection NBI modulation
is a recent development, with a couple of studies reported in
JT-60U,21,22 one experiment reported in the Joint European
Torus JET Refs. 23–25, and one in DIII-D.26 The use of
magnetic perturbations to brake the plasma was reported in
DIII-D Ref. 27 and in the National Spherical Torus Experi-
ment NSTX Refs. 26, 28, and 29 as another means to
induce a transient from which it is possible to infer diffusiv-
ity and convection separately. In addition, DIII-D has the
unique capability of being able to zero out applied torque at
constant power.
This paper describes momentum perturbative experi-
ments using NBI modulation in the JET tokamak,50 present-
ing both new experiments and more refined analysis and
modeling with respect to previous work23–25 and including
detailed comparison of the results with recent gyrokinetic
and fluid theory predictions. Section II illustrates the experi-
ments, Sec. III discusses the calculations of the time-
dependent torque deposition, Sec. IV illustrates the rather
heavy experimental methodology, based on transport model-
ing required to extract from the data the estimates of momen-
tum diffusivity and pinch, Sec. V summarizes the linear gy-
rokinetic predictions, Sec. VI describes first attempts to
perform time-dependent modeling of the rotation dynamic
response with 1D quasilinear fluid transport models. Section
VII summarizes the results and discusses future develop-
ments.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Outlook of experimental set-up
The toroidal momentum perturbative experiments have
been carried out in low collisionality JET H-mode plasmas
BT=3 T, Ip=1.5 MA, ne041019 m−3, n=0.4–0.5,
	=0.01–0.015, P / PLH2–3 with minimum level of mag-
netohydrodynamic activity to prevent interference with the
perturbation analysis, i.e., at high q957, to avoid large saw-
teeth in the center, and with type III edge localized modes, to
avoid large periodic edge crashes without changing the core
transport mechanisms. Total power levels were up to 13 MW
for NBI and 4 MW for ion cyclotron resonance heating in H
minority scheme. In these conditions, ITGs are the dominant
instability, making the coupling of momentum and ion heat
transport, and thus the concept of Prandtl number, unambigu-
ous. The NBI torque source is the best available tool on JET
for inducing a significant rotation perturbation, although it is
not ideal because its deposition profile is very broad, which
is a complicating factor in the analysis, unlike in the case of
localized rf heat sources. On the other hand, the torque
sources from NBI can be calculated more precisely than
radio-frequency power sources. Momentum transfer from the
NBI fast ions to the thermal bulk plasma takes place via two
main mechanisms:30 a passing ions transfer toroidal angu-
lar momentum to the bulk plasma by collisions, which is a
slow process; b trapped ions transfer their momentum by
JB forces, due to the radial displacement current that
sets in to ensure charge neutrality following the ion motion
along a banana orbit of finite width. This is practically an
instantaneous process J denotes the displacement current
density and B the magnetic field. The collisional torque
dominates in the center while the JB torque dominates
from midradius to the plasma edge. If the frequency of the
modulation is fast enough compared to the fast ion slowing
down time, the JB component will dominate over the col-
lisional one in the perturbation source. In the analysis both
collisional and JB torque have been taken into account. In
the JET experiments, the NBI power and torque were square
wave modulated with a duty cycle dc=50% or 33% at a
frequency f =6.25 or 8.33 Hz, which is the highest techni-
cally possible. Using the latter, JB torque becomes the
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dominant source of torque perturbation. The modulation fre-
quency is much slower than the 10 ms time resolution of the
charge exchange recombination spectroscopy CXRS diag-
nostic used to measure the toroidal rotation profile 
 and
ion temperature Ti at 12 radial points, with an uncertainty of
5% on their absolute values and 10% on their
gradients.31 Consequently, it is possible to observe changes
in toroidal rotation in the beam on and beam off periods and
perform the Fourier analysis of the modulated rotation. The
modulation took place in a stationary phase for several sec-
onds following two basic schemes:
1 Torque modulation with noncompensated power modu-
lation, modulating 80 ms on, 80 ms off or 40 ms on,
80 ms off 3–4 tangential beams up to 6 MW of modu-
lated power. This technique is the most straightforward
and allows a good S/N level in the toroidal rotation
modulation. As discussed above, the perturbed torque
source is the sum of the collisional and JB torque
delivered by each tangential beam. Time traces of NBI
power, torque density at two radial locations as calcu-
lated by TRANSP Ref. 32 see Sec. III, toroidal an-
gular rotation frequency 
=v /R R is the major ra-
dius, and Ti and Te at midradius for nine of the
modulation cycles are illustrated in Fig. 1. Steady-state
profiles of ne, Te, Ti, 
, and TRANSP calculated torque
density are shown in Fig. 2. All spatial information in
the paper is provided using as radial coordinate the nor-
malized toroidal radius tor=t /t
edge
, where
t=  /B0, with  the toroidal magnetic flux, and
t
edge is the value of t at the plasma boundary. One can
see in Fig. 1 the different time behavior of the JB and
collisional torque, the first having the same square wave
modulation as power, due to instantaneous deposition,
the second being integrated by the fast ion slowing down
time. A clear rotation modulation is visible in Fig. 1.
Due to the concomitant power modulation, also the elec-
tron and ion temperature are modulated, as well as the
total energy content and plasma position, which are
complications to be accounted for in the analysis, as
discussed in Secs. II B and IV A 2.
2 Torque modulation with compensated power modula-
tion, modulating in antiphase three tangential and three
normal beams 50 ms on tangential, 110 ms on normal.
In this way there is no net power modulation, hence no
temperature and plasma position modulation. The torque
modulation also partly cancels, the remaining torque
modulated component being due to the differences in
torque deposition between tangential and normal beams.
While beam particles absorbed at the high field side of
magnetic axis become passing ions, those absorbed at
the low field side become either passing or trapped ions
depending on the inverse aspect ratio of the flux surface
where they are created, =r /R. For the parameters of
the so-called normal neutral beams on JET, the fast ions
are passing, i.e., =Rimp /Rt=2 /1+ where Rimp
is the impact radius, for tor0.24, while for the
tangential neutral beam bank they are passing for
tor0.39. Therefore in a simplified picture, in the inner
plasma region 0.24tor0.39 the perturbed source
will be dominated by the normal beams, while in an
intermediate region outside tor=0.39 there would be
cancellation of the JB component of normal and tan-
gential beams, leaving further out a JB component
from tangential beams. The collisional torque compo-
nent from tangential and normal beams should also to
large extent cancel, decreasing its weight in comparison
with the noncompensated case. Therefore this experi-
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FIG. 1. Color online Time traces of the modulated NBI power, 
, Ti, and
Te and the two different components of the torque density for JET shot
66128 noncompensated case.
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FIG. 2. Color online Steady-state radial profiles at t=10 s of 
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ne, and torque density for JET shot 66128.
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ment should have resulted in a better spatial localization
of the perturbed torque source, although with somewhat
peculiar phasing, possibly allowing transport analysis in
a source free region. However, as discussed more in de-
tail in Sec. III on the basis of the Fourier analysis of the
TRANSP calculated torque, the actual torque cancella-
tion was not complete, and in addition also the S/N of
the rotation perturbation in these experiments turned out
much lower, as can be seen from the time traces in Fig.
3 Fourier analysis is the only way to detect the rotation
modulation. Figure 4 shows the steady-state profiles for
this case. In conclusion this configuration did not deliver
the anticipated advantages in spite of the additional
complications of the experiment and has therefore been
abandoned in our later experiments on JET.
B. Fourier analysis of rotation and temperature
modulation and corrections for oscillating plasma
position
Standard fast Fourier transform has been applied to the
experimental time traces at various radial positions of 
, Ti,
and Te, to derive spatial profiles of amplitude A and phase
 of the perturbation at the first harmonic of the modula-
tion frequency for dc=50% and also at the second harmonic
for dc=33%. The third harmonic is always below noise
level. Using two harmonics improves the separate identifica-
tion of the diffusive and convective components of the mo-
mentum flux, since the impact of the momentum pinch on
the modulated data vanishes at high frequency.19 The profiles
are shown in Fig. 5 for a noncompensated case at 6.25 Hz,
50% dc, in Fig. 6 for a similar shot with noncompensated
modulation at 8.33 Hz, 33% dc, and in Fig. 7 for a compen-
sated case at 6.25 Hz, 33% dc. For the first noncompensated
case also the temperature perturbations are shown, while for
the compensated case the temperature perturbation is null.
Phase values are always calculated with respect to the phase
of the tangential beam power. The statistical error bars are
calculated for the amplitudes from the noise level outside the
spectral peaks and for the phases by assuming that the noise
level would add up to the signal with a 90° phase shift worst
case.
As mentioned in Sec. II A, in the noncompensated case
the plasma equilibrium changes periodically with the modu-
lated NBI power. This is important as the experimental
CXRS data are measured at fixed positions in the laboratory
frame, resulting in a spurious measured 
, Ti, and Te oscil-
lation given by the product of their gradient and displace-
ment as a complex number. This would falsify the transport
analysis if not properly taken into account. There is both a
rigid displacement of the whole plasma and a modulation of
the Shafranov shift which affects only the core. They are
comparable in magnitude, each in the order of 5 mm for
the 5 MW NBI modulation in the low current plasmas used
for these experiments. Rotation and temperature must there-
fore be properly mapped into a plasma movement indepen-
dent radial coordinate system before performing the transport
analysis and modeling. Here, this is done within TRANSP
using the time-dependent EFIT Ref. 33 reconstructed equi-
librium constrained by motional Stark effect measurements
to map all experimental data onto the same flux surface grid
used for the torque calculation and the transport simulations.
Both horizontal and vertical plasma oscillations are taken
into account. The outcome of the correction procedure is
illustrated in detail in Figs. 5a and 5b, where the corrected
A and  profiles are shown by dashed lines and compared to
uncorrected values in Fig. 5a for 
 and in Fig. 5b for Ti.
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The details of Te modulation are not important for the fol-
lowing analysis and modeling, so only the uncorrected data
are shown for the sake of information. The effect of oscillat-
ing displacement is found rather important on core Ti oscil-
lations but minor on 
 oscillations. This is due to the higher
peaking of the Ti profile compared to the 
 profile. The data
in Fig. 6 are already corrected. This correction is obviously
not needed in the compensated case.
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It can be noted in Fig. 5a that the rotation perturbation
A and  profiles are highly influenced by the nonlocalized
source profiles, made by two different components with a
time shift, rather than by transport processes only, at variance
with most perturbative heat transport experiments. In fact the
amplitude is maximum in the center, corresponding to the
collisional torque source which is dominant there at 6.25 Hz,
but the phase is minimum around 0.6, which is the region
where the collisional torque has vanished and only the in-
stantaneous JB torque is acting. The increase in  toward
the center is not only due to propagation of the JB rotation
wave, but also to the high phase values associated to the fast
ion slowing down that provides the central collisional torque
source. This is a clear indication that, due to the nonlocaliza-
tion of the modulated torque source, a simple determination
of the momentum diffusivity and pinch directly from the
spatial derivatives of the amplitude and phase of the modu-
lated 
 is not viable. Therefore, time-dependent transport
modeling of 
 is required to extract the transport properties
from the plasma dynamic response, assuming that torque
sources are known with reasonable accuracy from numerical
calculations.
Figure 7 illustrates the measured A and  for the com-
pensated experiment. The results are in line with the expec-
tation of a much narrower torque source in the center, since
at midradius 0.3tor0.7, there is a zone of partial can-
cellation between normal and tangential beams. However,
a priori we would have expected a much clearer separation
of normal and tangential peaks in the amplitude profiles see
discussion on torque source in Sec. III A. The transition
from normal to tangential torque component is clearly visible
in the large increase of phase between tor=0.2 where nor-
mal beams dominate and tor=0.7 where tangential beams
dominate, although with much smaller amplitudes, due to
the 180° phase jump in the torque of the two sources. The
very external region is again dominated by normal beams, as
can be seen from the phase values in the region tor0.8.
This could be due to a larger deposition of trapped particles
in the external region by the normal beams. This region
tor0.8 is outside the scope of this paper which focuses
on core momentum transport. Also TRANSP torque calcula-
tions become less reliable in this region where the plasma
profiles are not known with similar accuracy as in the core.
III. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION
OF THE TIME-DEPENDENT TORQUE SOURCE
A. Power and torque calculations using TRANSP
and ASCOT
Due to the absence of a source free region where the
transport analysis could be done independently of the details
of the source, the calculation of the time-dependent torque
profile is an essential step for the derivation of the momen-
tum transport coefficients from the data. The transport analy-
sis will in fact rely on full transport simulations in which the
source is input as known, with the obvious consequence that
any error in the source will determine an error on the derived
transport coefficients. Great care has then been dedicated to
such torque calculations and associated uncertainties. In the
following we will consider the NBI as the only torque
source, since residual stress or other intrinsic sources are
definitely negligible in the presence of 10–15 MW NBI
power, as discussed in Ref. 25.
The TRANSP code32 has been used to calculate NBI
power and torque profiles as a function of time, given the
time-dependent experimental profiles of all plasma param-
eters, but neglecting the small temporal oscillations of
plasma parameters due to the NBI modulation itself, to avoid
polluting with noise the main torque oscillation coming from
the NBI oscillating waveform. Ti has been taken from
CXRS, Te from electron cyclotron emission radiometer and
light detection and ranging LIDAR, ne from interferometer
and LIDAR, Zeff from CXRS and spectroscopic measure-
ments Zeff2 in these discharges, a radially constant profile
has been assumed. Error bars are typically 5% for Ti and
Te, 10% for ne, 20% for Zeff. The internal TRANSP equi-
librium solver with EFIT data as boundary condition was
used to calculate equilibrium consistently with the slow time
variations of profiles. The fast equilibrium variations due to
modulation have been neglected because as discussed in Sec.
II B their effect has been removed from the data before they
are compared with simulations. TRANSP contains the NU-
BEAM Monte Carlo solver,34 which has always been used
with a high number 160 000 of particles. A test of the sen-
sitivity of torque amplitudes and phases to the number of
Monte Carlo particles has shown that in excess of 80 000
particles are needed to reach convergence in the results. The
torque calculations are reliable up to tor=0.8, due to uncer-
tainties in the plasma parameters in the external region.
Figure 8 shows A and  of the NBI total torque density
and of the ion and electron power densities calculated for
shot 66128. The steady-state torque density for this shot was
already shown in Fig. 2. The central torque density perturba-
tion is typically in the order of 10% while the central power
density perturbation is 3%. One can notice the zero-phase,
instantaneous torque deposition for tor0.4 due to the
JB torque, while in the central region the main torque
component is the delayed collisional one. The ion and elec-
tron power phases also indicate collisional deposition from
fast NBI ions to thermal population, with longer collisional
times to ions than to electrons.
Figure 9 shows A and  of the calculated torque density
for shot 73701, at two harmonics of the modulation fre-
quency, indicating separately the JB and collisional com-
ponents. In this shot due to higher modulation frequency
8.33 Hz rather than 6.25 Hz of shot 66128, the JB torque
dominates at all radii but the very central region.
In order to gain confidence in the correctness of the
TRANSP NUBEAM calculations, the modulated torque for
73701 has been calculated also with the orbit following
ASCOT code.35 ASCOT is similar to NUBEAM module
within TRANSP. Both codes are guiding center following
Monte Carlo codes with internal NBI birth profile generator.
In ASCOT calculations the small temporal variations in equi-
librium due to the NBI modulation are neglected and con-
stant EFIT reconstructed equilibria with motional Stark ef-
fect MSE constraint are used together with time-averaged
plasma profiles. Time varying NBI waveforms provide the
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dynamics in torque profiles. The results for A and  are
shown in Fig. 10, again indicating the JB and collisional
components. Figure 11 compares the steady-state torque den-
sity calculated with TRANSP and ASCOT. The agreement
between the two very different and independent codes is re-
markable and constitutes the most powerful confirmation that
we can rely on the torque calculations for our transport
analysis.
Finally, the A and  of modulated torque density for the
compensated case, shot 73700, are shown in Fig. 12 calcu-
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lated with TRANSP and in Fig. 13 calculated with ASCOT,
and indicating separately the JB and collisional compo-
nents. To help visualization of the complex torque dynamics,
in Fig. 14 we also show the A and  of the torque density
calculated with ASCOT indicating separately the normal and
tangential beams. The phase is always taken with respect to
the tangential beams. One can see that the peak in A of the
perpendicular beams is shifted slightly inside with respect to
the one of the tangential beams, and the two are in phase
opposition, so that there is a partial cancellation leading to a
more narrow total deposition with respect to the noncom-
pensated case dominated by the perpendicular beams in the
central region. However at the frequency used 6.25 Hz
there is still a significant central collisional component that
comes mainly from the tangential beams. Moreover, the fact
that the cancellation in the external region is not perfect
leads to the impossibility of considering such region as
source free for the analysis, which in practice nullifies the
usefulness of this approach, as will be discussed in detail in
Sec. IV B.
B. Analysis of sensitivity to plasma parameters
Having assessed by comparing two different codes the
reliability of the torque calculations for a given set of plasma
parameters and profiles, in this section we deal with the as-
sessment of uncertainties in torque following from uncertain-
ties in plasma parameters. We have evaluated the impact of
the most important players, i.e., ne, Te, Zeff. The JB torque
is essentially instantaneous and depends only on the initial
deposition governed by ne and Zeff to lesser extent. Te and
Zeff affect the slowing down rate and ion to electron heating
ratio and thus the torque deposition dynamics. Ti is not a
very sensitive player as it has practically no role in the initial
deposition and only affects the ion slowing down at low
energies, but has no effect on electron slowing down and
thus its overall effect on torque dynamics is usually small. Of
course, additionally, NBI acceleration voltage and beam frac-
tions play a role but these can be assumed to be known.
Figure 15 shows the variation of A and  of the torque
density when a ne is varied between 0.8 and 1.2 of the
experimental value, b Te is varied between 0.8 and 1.2 of
the experimental value, c Zeff is decreased from the experi-
mental value of 1.9 to 1. Once can see that the impact is only
on amplitudes, not on phases. As we will discuss in
Sec. IV A 1, this implies that the momentum diffusivity, or
Prandtl number, is a robust quantity, insensitive to errors in
plasma parameters. The pinch value, instead, depends on the
torque amplitudes and therefore its determination will be af-
fected by larger uncertainties, reflecting those in the mea-
sured plasma parameters. Among these, the main impact is
given by density, with a variation of about 15% when ne is
varied in an interval of 20% of the measured value. Te and
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Zeff have much smaller impact. This is due to the fact that in
this discharge the dominant torque is the JB, which is
mainly affected by ne through a change in ionization profile,
while Te and Zeff affect the slowing down time of the ions,
i.e., only the collisional part of the torque. Particular care has
then to be paid in assessing the best ne profile. For the
LIDAR measurements used in this paper the uncertainty on
ne is 10% and this has been further improved following the
recent introduction of ne measurements using high resolution
Thomson scattering ne5%. Therefore, we do not ex-
pect uncertainties larger than 4%–8% in torque profiles
associated to uncertainties in plasma parameters. Taking into
account the uncertainties on Ti, rotation, ne, torque, and ion
heat fluxes discussed above, we can estimate that  and i
are separately determined with 18% accuracy and their
ratio with 25% accuracy.
IV. TRANSPORT ANALYSIS OF TIME-DEPENDENT
TOROIDAL ROTATION USING JETTO
A. The noncompensated modulation case
1. Empirical transport model with diffusivity constant
in time
The power and torque sources calculated by TRANSP
and described in Sec. III have been used in the transport
analysis of toroidal rotation using the 1.5D code JETTO.36
The transport equation for 
 is solved while q-profile, Ti,
Te, and ne are frozen to their experimental values. The
boundary conditions for steady-state 
, amplitudes A

and phases 
 of the modulated 
 are chosen to fit the
experimental data at =0.8 as the edge plasma transport is
beyond the scope of interest in this study. The transport
simulations for shot 66128 are carried out over the nine
modulation cycles shown in Fig. 1.
The transport model for toroidal momentum is an em-
pirical one, constant in time, featuring a diagonal momentum
diffusivity given by = Pr ·i
eff where Pr is the Prandtl
number and i
eff is the effective ion heat diffusivity, which is
a good estimator of the diagonal i, because there is no ex-
perimental evidence of an ion heat pinch in JET from exist-
ing Ti modulation experiments37,38 and a pinch velocity
vpinch. The values of Pr and vpinch are chosen in such a way
that they fit the available data with sufficient accuracy ac-
cording to visual inspection in principle their profiles are
completely free with no outside constraints.
The simulations are run with three logical steps: 1 run
a fully interpretative simulation to calculate i
eff; 2 run pre-
dictive simulations for 
 varying the Pr value and profile
until a reasonable reproduction of the experimental phase
profile of the modulated 
 is obtained, as the phase is rather
insensitive to vpinch; and 3 vary vpinch value and profile to
reproduce also the amplitude of the modulated 
 and its
steady-state profile. Step 1 is straightforward as i
eff can be
calculated from the measured Ti data and calculated power
deposition profiles. i
eff is shown in Fig. 16. Step 2 leads to
a rather precise identification of the acceptable range of Pr
values, since Pr is the only unknown the sources are taken
from the NUBEAM calculations. This resolves the indeter-
minacy associated with the analysis of only the steady-state
profile, as the latter can be reproduced by an unlimited num-
ber of possible combinations for  and vpinch yielding the
same 
eff
. Once Pr is identified, step 3 allows us to identify
also the convective component that enables us to reproduce
the steady-state 
 and amplitude with the chosen Pr. As an
initial choice, Pr was taken uniform along radius, and as a
refinement, Pr has been chosen to have a radial profile, as
suggested from the gyrokinetic simulations described in Sec.
V, but most of all because it provides a better fit to most of
the shots analyzed.
In Fig. 17 we show the simulations of the modulated
data of shot 66128 corresponding to the two most obvious
options for  i.e., Pr and vpinch: in Fig. 17a we fix
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Pr=0.5 to yield 
eff and vpinch=0 while in Fig. 17c
we follow the above described best-fit procedure, which
leads to Pr2 as the best value to fit the phase profiles, and
to the vpinch profile shown in Fig. 16, with values up to 20
m/s, to fit amplitudes as well as steady-state. It can be seen in
Fig. 17b that both simulations predict the steady-state 

within 10% accuracy in the region of interest, i.e., 0.2
tor0.8. Inside tor0.2, neoclassical transport starts to
dominate ion heat transport, and the predictions are worse as
the use of the ITG based Pr for calculating 
 is not appro-
priate. In Figs. 17a and 17c one can see that the two
options differ in reproducing the A
 and 
 profiles.
The case with Pr=0.5 and vpinch=0 clearly disagrees with the
experiment. The simulated phase is too large inside and this
is an indication of too low , i.e., too low Pr used in the
simulation. On the other hand, the simulated amplitude is too
low toward the plasma center, which could only be cured by
lowering  further. This shows that a model with vpinch=0 is
not compatible with the experimental data. In the second
case, the agreement between the simulated and experimental
amplitudes and phases improves dramatically. Using Pr=2
the  is now large enough to yield perfect match of the
phase profile, and the pinch is required to provide the ob-
served amplitude peaking. This is a direct indication of the
existence of a convective term in the toroidal momentum
transport. The same simulation using, instead of uniform Pr,
a radially varying Pr profile, as shown in Fig. 16, and with
the same vpinch gives in this case as good agreement with
experimental A and  as the Pr=2 simulation Fig. 17d,
but a better steady-state rotation profile. A sensitivity analy-
sis using the experimental uncertainties on A and  and on
plasma parameters and torque source shows that the range of
Pr and vpinch values compatible with such uncertainties is in
the range of 20%–30%, outside which the simulated phase,
amplitude, and steady-state deviate unacceptably from the
experimental values.
Another example is the simulation of discharge 73701
two harmonics available shown in Fig. 18. This has been
simulated using the same procedure and the profiles of 
and vpinch derived from the best-fit procedure are shown in
Fig. 19. Again, a high Pr number and a significant pinch are
required to fit the experimental data.
2. Effect of fluctuating i due to Ti oscillations
A significant complicating factor in the noncompensated
experiment is the Ti modulation induced by the NBI power
modulation. In fact, being the ITG the supposed drive of
toroidal momentum transport, a time varying Ti and/or R /LTi
implies a time varying ITG driven transport, both for ion
heat and momentum. The induced oscillation in  produces
a component in the rotation modulation, adding an extra con-
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tribution to the A
 and 
 profiles, which, if not prop-
erly taken into account, may lead to an erroneous evaluation
of the Pr and vpinch values. Therefore it is important to assess
quantitatively the relevance of this mechanism on the results
of Sec. IV A 1.
As seen in Figs. 5b and 5c for shot 66128, the ion and
electron temperatures are modulated with peak amplitudes
around 70 eV, i.e., a perturbation of 1%, while the modu-
lation amplitude in 
 is around 4%. To estimate the impact
of such Ti modulation on the determined Pr and vpinch, a
time-dependent i has been calculated for shot 66128 using
the critical gradient model CGM model based on the criti-
cal gradient length concept.39 This model has no implications
on momentum transport and here it has been used only to
evaluate the expected modulation in i and through Pr in
 because it is a model commonly used in JET to investi-
gate ion heat transport from Ti modulation experiments.37,38
Typical values for ion threshold and stiffness found in JET in
shots similar to the ones discussed here have been used to
model the modulated Ti and the associated time variation of
i and . The reason why we did not use directly the time-
dependent experimental i
eff instead of the one modeled by
CGM is the very high level of noise that is fed into to the
experimental i
eff by the experimental determination
of the Ti gradient. The same noise problems hold for the
determination of a time-dependent  directly from the mo-
mentum flux and rotation gradient, with in addition the com-
plication of having a non-negligible and unknown convective
part. Figure 20 shows the time traces of i at different radii,
Fig. 21a the simulated Ti modulation, and Figs. 21b and
21c the 
 modulation, with the same two assumptions for
Pr and vpinch as in Figs. 17b and 17d. One can see that the
reproduction of Ti modulation in Fig. 21a is satisfactory,
given the large uncertainties associated with the Ti modula-
tion data after subtraction of the oscillating displacement ef-
fect, which for Ti is significant, as was shown in Fig. 5b.
This allows us to assume that the level of oscillation of i in
Fig. 20 is representative of the amount of effect to be ex-
pected, even if we cannot have a precise determination of
threshold and stiffness level for this shot. One can also see
that the simulations of 
 with oscillating i and conse-
quently  in Figs. 21b and 21c do not differ signifi-
cantly from their counterparts with constant i in Figs.
17b–17d. One can conclude that, owing to the small am-
plitude of the Ti modulation and of the induced i and 
modulation, the effect on the values determined for Pr and
vpinch is insignificant. The same conclusion is actually de-
rived from the first principles simulations using the quasilin-
ear fluid Weiland model40 discussed in Sec. VI.
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B. The compensated modulation case
The same procedure described in Sec. IV A 1 has been
applied to the compensated modulation case, shot 73700,
using the TRANSP time-dependent torque described in Sec.
III. In this case the logic behind the best-fit is however com-
pletely different, because it is no longer true that phases are
uniquely determined by diffusivities. In fact, best-fitting the
data has turned out very cumbersome, because the phase
profile is the result of two propagating waves normal and
tangential beams of modulated rotation, in antiphase with
each other, so that the amplitude of each component plays a
dominant role in determining the resultant phase, and there-
fore momentum pinch enters in the phase dynamics as well.
The core being dominated by the normal beams, while the
outer region by the tangential, the rapidity of the increase by
180° of the phase between the two components, depends
crucially on the Prandtl number: low Pr number yields a very
fast transition, while high Pr number a smooth one, with the
pinch value determining the precise phase profile. In addi-
tion, a low Pr number would yield two very well defined
peaks of amplitudes, while a high Pr number would tend to
smooth them down. It is clear from the data shown in Fig. 7
that experimentally the transition is very smooth, and there is
no pronounced peak of the tangential component, which are
nontrivial confirmations of the presence of a high Pr number
implying then a pinch in order to match the steady-state.
The best simulation achieved for the compensated shot
73700 is compared against the data in Fig. 22 and shows a
fair agreement in profile and magnitude for modulated and
steady-state data. The Pr numbers and pinch profiles used in
the simulation are shown in Fig. 23. We conclude that the
compensated modulation supports the previous conclusions
about the existence of a pinch. In general, however, this pro-
cedure has turned out too cumbersome to be used for a sys-
tematic study of several shots such as when performing para-
metric scans. In addition, we note that the S/N level in such
compensated modulation is much lower than in the noncom-
pensated case, as amplitudes are reduced due to compensa-
tion. In particular outside =0.5, which is the region where
the pinch is expected to be largest, the signal is very near to
noise level, so the sensitivity of this technique to the pinch
value is reduced. Since on the other hand the problem of
modulated power is not found to seriously affect the data of
the noncompensated case, as discussed in Sec. IV A, the
compensated technique has been abandoned at JET and the
noncompensated one has been used for further studies of
parametric dependencies of momentum transport, which will
be the object of a future paper.
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V. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF TOROIDAL
MOMENTUM TRANSPORT FROM LINEAR
GYROKINETIC SIMULATIONS
Effective transport of momentum needs, like all turbu-
lent transport, a phase shift between the turbulent velocity
fluctuations and the momentum fluctuations. Such a phase
shift is established by a finite average rotation but also gen-
erally through symmetry breaking, in which case residual
stresses or asymmetry momentum fluxes arise.7,9 For negli-
gible residual stress terms, the resulting equation for the
transport of momentum can be directly written as the sum of
a diffusive and pinch contribution in the local limit. Off-
diagonal terms, i.e., a momentum flux directly driven by the
density and temperature gradients, have been investigated in
global simulations in Ref. 41 and were found to be one order
smaller in normalized Larmor radius and therefore negligible
for JET parameters.
Gyrokinetic studies of the diffusion coefficient  are
presented in Refs. 8 and 11, whereas the pinch term vpinch
was derived in Ref. 9 using the comoving reference frame
for more details on the derivation see Ref. 42. In the co-
moving frame the toroidal rotation enters the equations only
through the Coriolis drift velocity. Consequently, any toroi-
dal momentum pinch is directly related to the Coriolis drift.
Since this drift, unlike the drifts due to the magnetic field
inhomogeneity, is linear in the parallel velocity, it generates a
coupling between density/temperature perturbations and the
perturbations in the parallel velocity. Over this coupling the
temperature perturbations of the ITG generate parallel veloc-
ity perturbations that are then transported by the EB ve-
locity leading to a finite radial flux of parallel momentum.
Furthermore, the drift in the electrostatic potential perturba-
tions accelerates the particles and also leads to the generation
of parallel velocity fluctuations and consequently to a mo-
mentum flux. Although no complete expression for the flux
has been derived for the laboratory frame, the latter effect is
related to the turbulent equipartition TEP Ref. 43 theory
and has recently been worked out in Ref. 10. Obviously, the
calculated radial fluxes should be frame independent and it
can be shown that the TEP contribution is incorporated in the
description that uses the Coriolis drift see Ref. 44.
The gyrokinetic flux tube code GKW Ref. 45 is used
here to calculate the values of the momentum transport co-
efficients under experimental conditions. All parameters are
taken directly from the experiment, but the following ap-
proximations have been made. a The geometry is approxi-
mated using the s- model, with the circular radius chosen
such that the number of trapped particles is roughly equal to
the experimental case. This approximation is motivated by
having found negligible impact of full with respect to circu-
lar geometry on the ITG simulations made for very similar
discharges within the ion heat transport studies described in
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Ref. 37. b A pure deuterium plasma is considered and
Coulomb collisions are neglected. The latter approximation
is motivated by the small influence of the collisions.46 The
simulations presented here have been performed for the most
unstable mode ks=0.3.
The Pr number  /i and the pinch number
Rvpinch / profiles calculated by GKW are compared with
the experimental ones in Figs. 24 and 25 for the JET pulses
66128 and 73701, respectively. The determination of both
Prandtl number and pinch requires two simulations per radial
position: one with zero rotation v=0 and one with zero
gradient grad 	=0. In the latter case the diagonal contri-
bution is zero, and hence the momentum flux, which is ob-
tained from the code directly, gives the pinch contribution
vpinch= /nv, whereas in the former case the pinch con-
tribution is zero and the momentum flux gives information
on the diffusion coefficient =− /n grad v. Of course,
this procedure assumes that the fluxes are linear in both v
and grad 	, an assumption that is well satisfied as shown in
Ref. 9.
One can see that for shot 73701 low density the pre-
dicted and experimental Prandtl and pinch numbers are in
good agreement with experiment, although only a statistical
study outside the scope of this work would be able to assess
whether such agreement is real or fortuitous. However in
shot 66128 higher density experimentally the reduction in
i due to increased density is larger than the one in , thus
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giving origin to higher experimental Pr and pinch numbers,
while the theory prediction remains basically unchanged.
Therefore a discrepancy by a factor of 1.5–2 is present in this
latter shot between GKW estimates and experiment. This
seems a trend with density which however will be further
investigated with more shots in a future work. On the other
hand, the theoretical description of momentum transport is
still evolving and at present it may already be quite satisfac-
tory to find an agreement with experiment within a factor of
2. Indeed more than one reason can be put forward. Nonlin-
ear effects, for instance, might lead to different transport co-
efficients. Furthermore, several effects such as the EB
shearing,47 the current symmetry breaking,48 and the residual
stress49 are not kept in the current description. It is clear then
that further theory development and also more extensive
validation against data are required, in view of improving
our predictive capabilities. It is also fair, however, to recog-
nize that theory has made substantial steps forward in a field
little explored until recently, and for which the exercise of
validation against data has just started. The agreement within
a factor of 2 found within this first and challenging exercise
of validation against perturbative momentum transport ex-
periments is therefore encouraging.
Finally we remark that with linear simulations only nor-
malized quantities can be compared with experiment, but not
absolute values of transport coefficients. This will have to
wait for nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of momentum
transport. This observation justifies the attempt made in Sec.
VI to compare with experiment the predictions of the quasi-
linear fluid Weiland model, which can be used for a full
transport simulation of the time evolution of rotation, thereby
allowing a complete comparison with experiment.
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VI. TIME-DEPENDENT FLUID MODELING
This section describes first attempts to do time-
dependent simulations of the JET NBI modulation experi-
ments using the quasilinear toroidal drift wave fluid model
described in Ref. 40, which due to the inclusion of a space
dependent nonlinear frequency shift giving zonal flows is
no longer quasilinear, in which a new treatment of momen-
tum transport has been recently implemented,12 making it
unique in the class of quasilinear momentum transport mod-
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els available for time-dependent simulations of rotation. New
aspects are the inclusion of stress tensor effects for the tor-
oidal momentum.9–12 As it turns out, toroidal effects from the
stress tensor9 are important for the parallel ion motion which
we here use as an approximation for the toroidal motion. The
toroidal curvature effects enter both for the diagonal and
convective parts of the momentum transport:
m	 
t
+ vE + 2vD · 
v
= eE + vxB  −
1
n
e · P −
1
n
 ·off. 2
Here the diagonal contributions from the stress tensor were
included explicitly but the off-diagonal contributions are still
kept in the remaining part off of the stress tensor. The di-
agonal element of the toroidal momentum transport
becomes9,12
 =
3/k2

r − 2
Di2 + 2
. 3
The convective fluxes are here taken from the kinetic formu-
lation in Ref. 10. The same fluxes have, however, recently
been derived from a fluid formulation in Ref. 12. They are
divided into TEP Refs. 10 and 44
TEP = Re kcs2 − V0De

 − 2Di
ˆ vEr
 4
and thermodiffusion
term = Re kcs2 − V0De

 − 2Di
p
P
vEr
 . 5
The magnetic drift frequency has here been averaged over
the mode profile as indicated by the bar in Di. Moreover
k has been averaged over the radial mode profile. It is
nonzero due to symmetry breaking effects of flowshear and
magnetic curvature. The expression is quite complicated and
given in Ref. 10. The curvature parts of Eqs. 4 and 5
usually dominate except close to marginal stability.
Since the diagonal element for the ion thermal conduc-
tivity is obtained from Eq. 3 by replacing 2 in the denomi-
nator by 5/3, we realize that the Prandtl number of the diag-
onal components has to be very close to 1. Of the new
convective parts, the thermodiffusion is usually the dominant
part and is also usually directed inward. As compared to a
model without the toroidal stress tensor effects, both diago-
nal and convective fluxes are considerably larger in the
present model. Although the steady-state sometimes does not
change very much with the new model, the transient trans-
port does.
This model has been used for 1.5D transport simulations
of the JET discharges 66128 and 73701 noncompensated
NBI modulation cases described previously. Time-
dependent simulations were carried out by predicting 
,, Ti,
Te and keeping ne fixed to the experimental time-averaged
steady-state values. Figure 26 shows the rotation steady-state
a and modulation A and  b for shot 66128, comparing
the experiment with the simulation. Figure 26c shows for
the same simulation the profiles of Ti and Te at a given time.
Figure 27 shows the radial profiles of turbulent i not in-
cluding the neoclassical component, diagonal and effective
the simulation in fact foresees the existence of an ion heat
pinch, of momentum diffusivity , diagonal and effective,
and of momentum convective velocity vpinch predicted by the
model. For comparison also the experimental i
eff and 
diagonal and vpinch are plotted. We note that in the model the
diagonal i and also  Eq. 3 depend on the eigenfre-
quency. Through that they depend also on other gradients
and thus their definition as diagonal elements is not really
appropriate. This may be particularly important for this
model where diagonal and effective ion thermal conductivi-
ties differ significantly. In Fig. 28 the Pr and pinch number
from the simulation both defined using the diagonal diffu-
sivities for  and i and from experiment where we use
the diagonal  but the effective i since so far we have no
experimental evidence of an ion heat pinch are compared.
Figures 29–31 show the same quantities excluded the Ti and
Te profiles for shot 73701. One can see that for both shots
the model predicts the existence of a momentum pinch, how-
ever, quantitatively in absolute magnitude significantly
smaller than found in experiment vpinch3–7 m /s in simu-
lations against vpinch10–20 m /s in experiment. Also the
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absolute value of the diagonal  is significantly smaller in
the simulations, which gives origin to steeper simulated
phase profiles in Figs. 26 and 29. So in spite of a good
agreement with experiment of steady-state rotation profiles
and amplitudes, the disagreement on the phases clearly indi-
cates that both momentum diffusivity and pinch are too low.
Interestingly, the Pr and pinch number are not far off with
respect to experiment, because i, , and vpinch are all too
low, and their ratios remain close to the experimental ones
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and to the GKW ones. This shows clearly that it is not
sufficient to compare only dimensionless ratios to validate a
model, but we need also the absolute values of the diffusivi-
ties. This is thus a question of overall normalization of the
transport, a question which has not been addressed by the
GKW results. We remark that also for the Weiland model as
for GKW the agreement is better at low density, where the Pr
number matches the experimental one at least in the inner
part of the plasma with a different, rather flat profile of Pr
number, at variance with GKW, while at high density the
experimental Pr number is well above the simulated one.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes in detail the technique set-up at JET
to perform perturbative studies of momentum transport using
NBI modulation. Experimentally the simplest method of
square wave modulation of 5 MW of NBI power has
turned out the most robust to be used in future studies. It
gives a good S/N for the rotation modulation, and complicat-
ing effects associated to power modulation such as modu-
lated plasma displacement and modulated ion heat transport
have been shown small and can in any case be accounted for
in the analysis. The idea of compensating the power modu-
lation by modulating in antiphase normal and tangential
beams yields a much poorer S/N, requires a rather cumber-
some fitting procedure of the data, and was shown to be less
sensitive to the pinch value in the region of interest.
The method set-up for extracting the toroidal momentum
diffusivity and pinch values is a full time-dependent simula-
tion of a number of NBI modulation cycles using the JETTO
code, with empirically adjusted profiles of Prandtl number
and pinch in order to fit both the steady-state rotation profiles
and amplitudes and phases at two harmonics of the rotation
modulation. The key for the uniqueness of the result is that
phases are dominantly sensitive to Pr number, while ampli-
tudes and steady-state also to the pinch. The main source of
uncertainty in the analysis is represented by the need of as-
suming the torque deposition profile from numerical compu-
tations. Therefore a lot of effort has been dedicated to sensi-
tivity studies of the time-dependent torque calculations using
TRANSP-NUBEAM Monte Carlo code. A comparison with
the time-dependent torque calculated by a totally indepen-
dent tool, the orbit following Monte Carlo code ASCOT, has
given further confidence on the reliability of the calculated
torque source. An overall uncertainty of 20% on Prandtl
number and 30% on pinch value has been estimated.
The physics results yielded by the analysis of NBI
modulation data have provided valuable insight into momen-
tum transport, allowing to solve the apparent discrepancy
between the low effective momentum diffusivity Pr
eff
0.4 measured in steady-state experiments, and the ITG
based theory prediction of a Pr number close to 1. In fact, it
is clear from the phase response to the modulation that the
diagonal momentum diffusivity is fairly large Pr1–2 and
that the low effective diffusivity is due to the presence of a
significant momentum pinch vpinch up to 20 m/s in the outer
part of the plasma. This finding, on one hand, is in very
good qualitative agreement with the recent theory develop-
ments described in Secs. V and VI; on the other hand it
opens interesting perspectives for the possibility of having
peaked rotation profiles also in machines with low torque
input, allowing to exploit the beneficial effects of flow shear.
For this reason the experimental results for two shots
have been compared with linear gyrokinetic predictions of Pr
number and pinch number using the code GKW. In addition,
the full time evolution of the rotation during several modu-
lation cycles has been computed with the recently updated
quasilinear Weiland model for momentum transport and
compared with steady-state, amplitude, and phase profiles.
The GKW theoretical predictions are in good agreement with
data both in value and profile shape for the lower density
shot, while the higher density shot has a larger experimental
Pr number than predicted by the theory. The reason for the
high experimental Pr number is that the increasing density
reduces i more than , in experiment, thereby inducing a
significant variation of Pr number. The theory predicted Pr
number is instead rather insensitive to variations in main
plasma parameters. The reason for such discrepancy remains
to be investigated with further experiments at varying plasma
parameters such as density, collisionality, and safety factor.
Future work will also address the dependence of the momen-
tum pinch on plasma parameters in both experiment and
theory. We note also that linear simulations do not yield ab-
solute values of diffusivity and pinch, so it is not possible to
compare quantitative predictions of transport with data until
nonlinear simulations are available. This is the reason why
full simulations of the data using the Weiland model have
been attempted. This is presently the only fluid model that
has incorporated recent theoretical advances in momentum
transport. The main result is that although the dimensionless
Pr and pinch number are rather similar to the GKW values
and to experiment, the absolute values of i, , and pinch
are all too low compared to experiment, thereby yielding
steeper profiles of amplitude and phases. Another observa-
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tion is that the Pr profile is rather flat in the Weiland model,
while the experimental and GKW ones are increasing with
radius. These modeling results indicate that further work is
needed both in terms of theory development and validation
against experiment toward the availability of a physics based
model for momentum transport to be used for extrapolation
to future devices. On the other hand, this first exercise of
detailed validation of recent theory developments against
challenging data as are those of perturbative experiments is a
first encouraging step forward, since it indicates the qualita-
tive agreement of the new theory predictions with experi-
ment as far as the existence of a sizeable momentum pinch is
concerned, and also a basic quantitative agreement.
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